CAPACITAR—Women Planting One Heart
An International Network of Empowerment and Solidarity

Spirit and Transformation

This past June CAPACITAR collaborated in a workshop in Managua at CANTERA, Center for Popular Education, celebrating ten years of commitment and accompaniment as sister organizations. Co-presenters Judy Ress (Con-spirando and CAPACITAR-Chile) and writer/editor David Molineaux gave inspiring analyses of deep ecology, feminism and a new cosmology to 45 grassroots leaders of Nicaragua and other Central American countries. My part in the conference was to share body/mind/spirit work and to introduce the Labyrinth, an ancient practice that has re-emerged in many places to help heal the spiritual paralysis of our times. This was a first time for the Labyrinth in Nicaragua, and many of the participants walked and rewalked the ancient design laid down with brightly colored tape. The workshop presented both a sober description of the current plight of our world, as well as a hopeful vision of the task before us as we move into a new millennium.

The workshop was a sharp contrast to real life in the streets of Managua. Growing numbers of children wash windshields, sell fruit and beg for money, unable to attend school. Neoliberal policies have widened the gap between have’s and have-not’s. Consumer luxuries, electronic equipment and the latest fashions are displayed on TV ads, while the reality for the majority of Nicaraguans is grinding poverty, 70-90% unemployment, violence and vandalism, a rise in suicides among youth, the poisoning of lakes, rivers, air and soil, and the destruction of large sections of rainforest by multinationals. Yet faced with this bleak reality, the participants left the conference hopeful. One Central American said: “We only have our hope. If we lose that, then we are really lost.”

While structures and institutions that characterize modern times disintegrate around us, a new paradigm, a new cosmology is struggling to emerge like a phoenix from the ashes. There is much hope that a creative Spirit is awakening us and moving us forward in the midst of the darkness. Our challenge is to surrender to the process, to get out of the way and to let this transformative Spirit work through our hands and through our hearts. The force of Spirit moves through us in the passions, synchronicities and intuitions that we feel. We must learn to listen deeply to access this transforming wisdom. The task at hand is to risk following these intuitions and enchantments which will open us to whole new ways of being and doing on the planet. “Tu encantas es tu destino, tu servicio.” Your enchantment, your passion is your destiny, your calling, your service.

This issue of the newsletter shares the stories of some of the CAPACITAR national and international teams who are following their passion as Spirit moves them to transformative action. May their stories inspire you to discern and follow your own passion and service.

—Pat Cane, Founder/Executive Director

Celebrating the Labyrinth at CANTERA—Managua, Nicaragua, June 1998

We are as large as our loves. . . The prophetic option for a biocentric ethic transforms us toward great-heartedness, places us in resonant cooperation with Creator Spirit. We are empowered to become sisters and brothers, friends and lovers, gardeners and stewards, advocates and poets, colleagues and fellow dancers, co-creators and children of the world that gives us life!

—Elizabeth Johnson, Women, Earth, Creator Spirit
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CAPACITY is committed to creating bridges of solidarity and interchange among cultures. We recently collaborated with Denise Sausville RSM, Director of the Women’s Wellness Project at Mercy Center in St. Louis which hosted twelve women from three countries for a cultural and spiritual interchange. The following article describes the transforming experience of the women.

The idea for the Women’s Wellness Project originated over 15 years ago when I participated in a Latin American study tour to very poor remote areas of Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru and Bolivia. We stayed with various missionary groups who were involved in Christian base communities, reflecting on scripture as it applied to socioeconomic and cultural realities. One night we were housed in a simple residence in Siquini, Peru, an Indian village in the high plateau. I awakened quite early the following morning and decided to scout out the vicinity on my own, following a narrow pathway through the village and beyond. Amidst the small windowless huts with their spacious patios I heard scratchy sounds which I recognized as the static of radio waves. Then I experienced a disconcerting sense of recognition. Across those waves was coming something that not only I, but also more people than I had ever imagined knew—the music of Michael Jackson.

Throughout that Latin American study tour, in conversations with both missionaries and elders of the communities, we heard their concern for loss of culture and cultural values. In Peru and Bolivia where men still wore stocking caps and women derby hats, we saw billboards with blond-haired, blue-eyed women in scanty bathing suits advertising cigarettes. One Mexican woman in a household where I later stayed asked me, “Why do all the models have to copy the women of the U.S?” Her question haunted me for a long time. I heard in her question the plea: “Please don’t strip me of my culture. I can’t be you. I basically don’t want to be you.” The woman’s plea put me in touch with a growing movement in the world today—the formation of a global mono-culture motivated by mass consumerism—where we will all be wearing Guess jeans and Nike shoes, eating McDonald’s hamburgers and drinking Coca Cola, listening to Michael Jackson and speaking English. What a tragedy that whole cultures, languages and spiritualities will be lost in the process of moving toward this consumer-run mono-culture.

A second moment that catalyzed the Women’s Wellness Project was the St. Louis CAPACITY workshop held at Mercy Center in 1994. Seventy-five Afro American, Mexican American and Anglo American women came together with a richness of experience that was remarkable. The energy in the room not only reflected the many gifts residing in each woman, but also the unique cultures that the three groups of women brought to the weekend. Both the Sisters of Mercy and CAPACITY in their missions are committed to the promotion of women, to the health and well-being of Mother Earth, and to multiculturalism.

The Woman’s Wellness Project, funded by Mercy grants, grew out of this history and vision. This past June we invited 3 groups of women to come to St. Louis to participate in a week of exchange, sharing their cultures, life experience and work in different communities. They also participated in a CAPACITY workshop with 70 other women from nine different states. Four Mexican women came from Project Arise and a border town in Southern Texas. Four Afro American women came from Apprenticeship for Tomorrow in Gulfport, Mississippi. And four women came from Belize representing Guadalupe Spiritual Life Center and Mercy Clinic. Besides sharing their cultures and work, it was hoped that these 12 women would bring CAPACITY back to their communities.

What happened in the course of the week remains an unfolding mystery. The presentations of the three groups were a testimony to the giftedness of each culture with its stories, dances, songs, foods and way of life. The dances of the Belizean women portrayed the life of garifuna, creole and mestizo peoples. “Soul food” and Gospel music reflected the vibrance of the Afro American women. And moving stories of the difficult passages of the Mexican women into the United States combined with their powerful sense of celebration. The week began with the contemplation of a poster of Mother Earth as seen from outer space. We asked the question: “Where is Belize? Where is south Mississippi? Where is south Texas?” And in the spirit of the first astronauts looking back at earth from outer space, we said, “Out here there are no walls, no boundaries.” We pondered Jesus’ prayer to God, “That all may be one.” In our opening ritual we poured together waters from the Caribbean Sea (Belize), the Rio Grande (Mexico/south Texas), the Gulf of Mexico (south Mississippi) and the Mississippi River (St. Louis, Missouri). Each of the waters represented a distinct culture and geographic region. We recognized that we were, at the same time, the one and the many. And at the end of our time together we sang: “Lean on me. I am your sister. . . believe in me, I am your friend.” The Women’s Wellness Project empowered each woman with a sense of her own identity as well as with a connection to other women in the ongoing struggle of healing herself, her people and her planet.

There is a Spanish word “animo” which like the word “capacitar” carries a significance far beyond its English translation. “Animo” means spirit, energy, openness, gusto, passion and determination, all rolled into one. The twelve beautiful, powerful women from three cultures left St. Louis with “mucho animo.”
CAPACITAR Journey 1999—Sharing Culture and Spirit

Joan Condon
CAPACITAR International Program Coordinator

CAPACITAR will be offering a Women’s Journey to El Salvador and Guatemala January 21–31, 1999, co-led by Joan Condon and Pat Cane. In the following article Joan shares her reflections on the impact a journey had on her life.

Each of our life journeys is composed of many smaller journeys. The paths we choose to travel—or choose not to—change our lives. In 1991, I made a journey to El Salvador and Guatemala. It changed my life. The people I met were struggling against overwhelming odds to live lives of dignity—or, often, just to live.

In both Guatemala and El Salvador I met women whose children and husbands had been disappeared, victims of their government and my government’s campaign to destroy any political opposition. Their crime? Working for a better life for their people. I remember vividly one Guatemalan woman who pulled a thin tattered leather wallet from her bosom, opened it, took out the photo of her husband and teenage daughter and said, “They went to take a bus one day. I have never seen them again.” On this journey, I listened, felt people’s pain and changed.

When I returned home, I knew I had to play some part, however small, in the struggle of these people for a better life, for justice and for peace. I went to work for a health and development non-profit which works in El Salvador. In turn, this work led me to CAPACITAR and another journey.

We, as women, and as CAPACITAR, will make this journey from January 21–31, 1999. We will go to El Salvador and Guatemala and we invite you to join us. You will get to know special women who are part of the ongoing struggle for human rights in their countries. In El Salvador, you will meet Isabel, former secretary to Monsignor Oscar Romero; Higinia, Lola and Lorenta, the three Salvadoran coordinators of a midwifery project which serves women in 30 rural communities; and Tita and other members of the Women’s Defense Committee, who work with abused women. In Guatemala, you will meet Carmen, a former union woman who has rebuilt her life after a terrible work injury to her hand, and Barbara, a Mayan woman who works on development projects for her people. Each of these women has suffered because of her dedication to human rights and justice.

Presentation Sisters empowering CAPACITAR

Pat Cane, Founder/Executive Director

This past January on a bleak rainy day when CAPACITAR was facing financial crisis, I was visited by Presentation Sisters Rita Jovic and Patricia Ann Cloherty. Feeling alone and discouraged, I can still remember the moment when Rita said: “Now before we start our meeting I’d like to tell you something that may change what we’re going to talk about. I want to come to work with you as CAPACITAR’s Development Director.” Tears flowed down my cheeks as I recognized a moment of grace and empowerment. “Empowerment” is what CAPACITAR does with many others. And there are moments when we, too, need that support and empowerment from others. As a Presentation Associate and formerly as a Presentation Siter for 14 years, I have known the support and empowerment of Sisters. When CAPACITAR was first starting out as a new nonprofit, Presentation gave us a grant which enabled us to take a team to El Salvador, develop a local program in the migrant camps, and offer workshops to marginalized women.

The Sisters of the Presentation through the Ministry Subsidy will fund Rita’s salary for 1998–99. Rita will work to develop the financial base of CAPACITAR so that we can expand our program to empower and educate marginalized women, as well as develop teams to multiply our work locally, nationally and internationally.

Rita Jovic PBVM has many skills and talents to bring to CAPACITAR. She was a teacher for 17 years, school administrator for 17 years and for the last 7 years was Development Director of TIME (Together in the Mission of Education), a nonprofit of the Diocese of San Francisco. At TIME she raised over one million dollars in scholarships for children’s education. Through her volunteer work, Rita has ministered to the homeless, to families in migrant camps, and to low and middle income women and families. She worked in East Palo Alto in Adult Education and served on the Presentation Social Justice Committee. Retiring from TIME, she went to Rockhaven Center in Missouri for a holistic sabbatical, where synchronistically she met Sister Cristella Carbaugh SLW and other friends who have been part of CAPACITAR in St. Louis. In the spirit of Presentation Foundress Nano Nagle, who educated the poorest of the women in Ireland over 200 years ago, Rita has brought much light to many through the years. We are happy to have Rita as part of our CAPACITAR Administrative Team and feel blessed to be sharing our vision and mission with Presentation Sisters.
Planting Seeds in New Places

CAPACITAR in Appalachia—Carolyn Brink RSM

Sunrise Center, Richlands, Virginia

Earlier this Spring CAPACITAR traveled to the coal mining region of Virginia to offer a workshop and start a new team led by Deborah Haydu and the Sisters of Mercy.

Twenty-two Appalachian women learned holistic health care at a CAPACITAR workshop in Richlands, Virginia this past April. Sunrise Center, staffed by Sisters Carolyn Brink and Martha Meyer, is a community organization for low-income women. Deborah Haydu, who is active at the center, attended the CAPACITAR workshop in Louisville, KY last fall. She learned the techniques well and was invited to present a one-day workshop for the low-income women in March. Eighteen women attended and responded very positively. Seeing this response, the women asked Sister Margaret Turk, director of the holistic health care project for the Women's Committee of the Cincinnati Region, to invite CAPACITAR. Director Pat Cane to Richlands. "I have an inner peace and healing within myself," said one of the participants. "This will stay with me for the rest of my days." The women plan to meet monthly at Sunrise Center to practice what they learned. This was the third CAPACITAR workshop sponsored by the Women's Committee of the Cincinnati Regional Community. Funding was provided by a grant from Catholic Healthcare Partners.

CAPACITAR in Kentucky—Suzanne Guide, Director

Catherine Spalding Retreat and Conference Center, Nazareth, KY

CAPACITAR came to Nazareth, Kentucky this past May! Events leading up to this magical four-day workshop are worth telling. One of the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth, Lucy Freibert, approached me in the fall of 1997 and said "I have a wonderful book that is going to change your life!" Having deep respect for this woman, I knew it would do just that. After receiving and reading the CAPACITAR manual, I immediately knew I had to meet Pat Cane. Being in the middle of Kentucky, and Pat living all the way across the land in California, I figured the odds were against this encounter ever happening. But being the "never say never" woman that I am, I sent Pat a letter. She called me and to my disbelief said that she would be in Kentucky in October! We met at the Sisters of Mercy Home in Louisville and the rest is history. CAPACITAR and Catherine Spalding Retreat and Conference Center were perfect matches. We held our first CAPACITAR workshop with Pat on the wings of the world-famous Kentucky Derby!

The workshops were attended by 23 women, ranging in age from 21 to 92! We had a very diverse group—from a young woman who works with victims of abuse to religious sisters to holistic therapists. One Sister of Charity of Nazareth who attended was from India; we also had women from Bosnia, Russia and Vietnam. Pat taught us tai chi movements and polarity; we tried to teach her to speak down-home "Kentuck." But her California tongue just couldn't roll "you" and "all" together in order to say "y'all." Everyone at the workshop learned and laughed a lot. Within four, much too short, days, all 23 participants created a bond, a circle of friendship that I, personally, believe we will carry with us for a long, long time.

We are anxiously awaiting the return of CAPACITAR in October, and are expanding our circle to include workshops with women from spouse abuse centers, migrant workers and university students. CAPACITAR helped our retreat center's holistic team create sparks of creativity. Like Pat who takes her CAPACITAR home all over the world, members of CSC's holistic team are making plans to take CSC's healing mission to the urban streets and the country roads!

Suzanne Guide

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us.
As we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated from our own fear,
our presence automatically liberates others.
—Nelson Mandela

Tai Chi at Catherine Spalding Center—Nazareth, Kentucky
CAPACITAR—Chile—Judy Ress, Chile Team

CAPACITAR-Chile is alive and well—and has "designs" on our next-door neighbors for bringing more and more women into the growing network of "sanadoras" (Healing Women). During the first six months of 1998, we concentrated on extending our work here in Chile, especially among women in the provinces. This included giving CAPACITAR workshops to health workers in the southern city of Concepción, as well as to Mapuche women, members of the Methodist church in the small village of Nueva Imperial, also in southern Chile. We have also been working with HIV-positive folks and Sex Workers in the port city of Valparaiso. We are now five, Doni Muñoz, Victoria Martínez and myself (the veterans), Mercy Sister Margaret Milne (who is our Reiki master) and Maryknoll lay missioner Maruja Gonzales, who is based in the small town of San Nicolás. We now have five different workshops that we are able to give, including one on the Chakras and on Reiki. We are also learning Shiatsu from St. Joseph Sister Mary Ellen who lived and worked in Japan for more than 14 years.

During the next six months, we are planning to offer CAPACITAR workshops in Lima, Peru (we have been invited by Pro-vida, the Catholic Church’s health program that trains grassroots health workers to administer basic medicine and first aid throughout Peru; Córdoba, Argentina; Guay, Ecuador; and Aymara indigenous women around the Lake Titicaca region (Peru-Bolivia). CAPACITAR techniques were also part of the latest Shared Garden Project (organized by Conspirando dle de Chile, Irene Gebara of Brazil and Water of Washington, DC) held in Recife in mid-July. Next year, we thought we’d go to the moon! Taking applications now.

Much love, Judy

CAPACITAR—Peru—Sr. Barbara Canavanagh RSM

I am a Mercy Sister from Burlingame, CA who worked for 31 years as a missionary in the Andes of Peru. After 3 years home, I recently returned for a visit to Peru. I had my CAPACITAR materials with me and gave 5 workshops in the course of my travels. I flew to Puno and gave a workshop in Chucuito in the Andes. I had been asked by a Peruvian Sister of Mercy to form a CAPACITAR team there. The participants were young women of high school and university level. These women were chosen as leaders and all ten completed the 4 day training. They did very well and were given materials with which to teach others. Two other workshops included health workers of the mission area and another training for the catechists. I also worked in Lima with Sr. Magdalena Castro, longtime CAPACITAR friend and part of the China team. In Lima we worked with 40 men and women, as well as with her community of Sisters who serve the very poor. I was pleased with the positive responses of all the groups.

CAPACITAR—El Salvador—Sr. Nancy Meyerhofer OSF

Nancy Meyerhofer and the Salvador team have been working with a variety of groups in different parts of the country. Recent workshops have included participants from San Bartolo, Santa Tecla, Santa Ana, Suchitoto, Masatepeque. In one San Salvador parish a workshop was offered to prostitutes and ministers working with them. Nancy is also developing a team in Ocotepeque, Honduras and will again be offering trainings in Tegucigalpa in November. In September she will be in the US and will co-lead a Dubuque, Iowa workshop with Pat Cano. A reception will be held for Nancy in Watsonville on Sept 26, when she is in California.
CAPACITAR-St Louis: A Four Year Process

SHARON SCHMITZ-NIENSTEERT RSM, WOMEN S EMPOWERMENT CENTER

At Christmas time 1994 a friend sent me a newspaper clipping about CAPACITAR. I showed it to Maria Luisa Vera RSM, our Regional President and she was as impressed with it, as I was. "It" happened, for the first time in June, 1995 with close to 70 women participating. Since that time we have had annual workshops with more than 250 women. While the majority have come from St. Louis, many have come from other parts of Missouri. We have also had women from Texas, Mississippi, Illinois, Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana and Tennessee. In 1997 four women came from Belize in Central America. In 1997 some of the women began CAPACITAR Cranes which continues to meet monthly at Mercy Center. In 1998, 25 women who had participated in Levels I, II, and III, were present for CAPACITAR IV. Wonderful women...wonderful leaders.

CAPACITAR- St. Louis participants have "passed it on" in many ways. Linda Smith incorporates polarity work and hand massage in her Healing Touch practice. Lynn Placek, in addition to being a Healing Touch practitioner, is a teacher who has introduced CAPACITAR techniques to the other teachers in her school. The plan is that the teachers will be able to soothe some of the students' aches, pains and minor complaints without need for medication. Cecilia Ann Loomer has used head massage with retreatants. "They loved it." Denise Saussville and Cecilia Baranowski have given neck and shoulder massages to Sisters at their meetings. Sharon Schmitz uses polarity work and acupressure with women in drug rehab in prison. Rosemary Welsh and Christine Blair with their Texas Team have taught the techniques to over 150 women in Texas colonies. This past June, we audiotaped Pat as she lead us in the spiritual version of Tai Chi. Many, many of us are incorporating Tai Chi into our daily personal practices. And now, we, at Mercy Center, look forward to continuing our CAPACITAR Workshops for the fifth time, in July, 1999.

CAPACITAR-Cincinnati

CAPACITAR arrived in Cincinnati a year ago May, and already the multiplier effect of the work is touching and transforming the lives of many. Approximately 150 women have participated to date in Level 1 workshops. Pat Cane is working for the Mercy Regional Health System of Greater Cincinnati to train a professional team in Multicultural Wellness Education and outreach using CAPACITAR practices with low income and marginalized women and families. Members of the team are using the materials with a wide variety of people: Afro American children in the inner city, Appalachian women, homeless and abused women, women in homes for the elderly, nursing staffs and professionals who are suffering from stress and burnout, management level personnel in the hospitals, teachers and parents in schools.

A Mercy Research and Development Grant was awarded for producing a video and trainer's manual in multicultural wellness education to be used by the health system. During our June training Sister Kathy Green RSM, Regional VP for Mission, proudly showed us the two new Mercy Health and Wellness Centers which recently opened in Fairfield and in Anderson. The centers are the state of the art on the national level for integrating body, mind and spirit, blending together the best of Western medicine with a wide range of wellness modalities, along with a health club. CAPACITAR's role is to bring a vision of commitment to the underserved with the possibility of social transformation through healing the person and the community.
The first anniversary of the founding of CAPACITAR Cranes finds us in a state of transition, a time of endings and beginnings. Carol Bialock RSCI, our wise and wonderful leader, moved to La Belle, Florida, there to continue her ministry working with those in need. We had time only for quick farewells and well-wishing. A week earlier to our monthly meeting, we invited women participating in CAPACITAR 1 at Mercy Center to come and learn about the Cranes. Some 22 women attended that informal meeting where we defined for them the meaning of "crone" and then recapped how we had begun, coming together a year earlier to learn more about aging and about ourselves. When we asked the women to tell us what interested them, we heard echoes of our own voices a year earlier. How do we deal with the obstacles—both within ourselves and out-of-getting older? How do we tap into our creative talents and enrich our lives intellectually, emotionally and spiritually? Nineteen of the women signed up on our mailing list, eager to attend our August meeting, and we looked forward to getting to know these new friends. After our guests left, we took stock of the past year and talked about directions for the next year. Mary Jo Brauner noted that though we have spent much time on spiritual and emotional development, we have somewhat neglected the physical aspects of aging, the very experiences that make us crones. With much enthusiasm, we spoke of broadening our focus in the coming months to include that important aspect and also to spend more time working in small groups. We then moved outdoors to walk the Labyrinth at Mercy Center, modeled after the one at Chartres Cathedral. We walked, alone with our individual thoughts. Together again indoors we talked about the experience, sharing our myriad impressions. With the Labyrinth, as in life, one path leads in and one path leads out. Interpretations of the journey vary widely, and we CAPACITAR Cranes continue to explore.

Tai Chi and the Crones—Anne Carroll—CAPACITAR Crone

I'm in the formative years of becoming a Crone, working on the WILD part right now! This process involves knowing who I am and expressing this authentic self without fear. It's about finding the creative self within, and giving her the freedom to create. Crones feel comfortable in their bodies and adjust to the physical changes of a body that has made many journeys around the sun. Done in the circle of CAPACITAR Crones the process is more conscious and deliberate and a whole lot more fun.

Last year after participating in CAPACITAR 1, I made a decision to do Tai Chi every morning. It wasn't long before I felt balanced and full of energy all day long, and sleepy when bed time rolled around. During a birding vacation with a woman friend of mine, I decided to do Tai Chi at my childhood home. We called it our "Thelma and Louise Vacation"! I was determined to continue Tai Chi and invited Sandy to do it with me. She agreed and our vacation turned into a very spiritual journey for both of us.

We spent the last night of our vacation at my childhood home in Manhattan, Kansas. In the morning we began Tai Chi in the front yard with the first movement—"Drawing Energy from Mother Earth." All of a sudden I was surrounded by my present, past and future ancestors. I was drawing energy from the land I grew up on, this fertile land that had nurtured my sisters, my brother, me, and my parents. This land that had seen many family get-togethers, weddings, baptisms, first communion celebrations, birthday parties, and funerals. My parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles, my newly-born great niece, Isabel, were there. I even felt the presence of future generations. Overwhelmed by emotion, I cried, and this land of my family held me until I was able to go on with the other moves of the Tai Chi prayer. This land became a part of me that day. No matter what happens to the physical land, it will always be a part of me.

As I have continued my practice, Tai Chi has become a way to meditate as well as a way to build energy and maintain balance in my life. One day, while "Stroking the Bird with the Golden Tail" I began to image the face of a loved one in my hands. With the downward stroke I caressed this person's face which I held so lovingly in my hands. Then came the day when the image of a little girl in pigtails appeared in my loving hands, I stroked her face, my face, at the age of six. As I drove to work that day I felt as if I was cherished for the first time in my life. It took this old Crone's mind a few minutes to put two and two together. Since then I have held so many faces in my loving hands. Happily, God has gifted me with the faces of people I'm angry with or don't like. Tai Chi has become a tool to love myself, to feel gratitude, to forgive others and myself. What a difference this has made in my life and in the lives of others!
Transformation in Action

Feminism catches fire when it draws upon its inherent spirituality. When it does not, it is just one more form of politics, and politics has never fed our deepest hungers.

What a Gandhi knew, a Mother Teresa, a Dorothy Day, is that when individuals are drawn to a selfless cause—the relief of human suffering, the dissolution of the barriers that separate us from one another—energy and creativity come into play that simply don’t under any other circumstances. The Chipko movement, the United Farm Workers, the Liberation Theology activists—all were and are sustained by people who can’t be discouraged by short-term setbacks because they believe themselves to be part of something larger, whose truth doesn’t need outside validation. The capacity to endure whatever one must to address the sources of human suffering, for decades or a lifetime, arises out of the depths...reached in prayer and meditation. Feminism must find its way into those depths.

—Carol Lee Flinders, At the Root of This Longing: Reconciling a Spiritual Hunger and a Feminist Thirst
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